
Joining Raspberry Pi and Arduino applications with SIMPL

 Micro-Marriage
We show how to use the SIMPL messaging toolkit to facilitate 

communication between Pi programs and Arduino software modules.  

By John Collins and Bob Findlay

ino greatly extends the Raspberry Pi by add-
ing and managing all sorts of I/ O with little 
overhead. However, the Arduino lacks a so-
phisticated operating system, such as that 
sported by the Raspberry Pi. The Rasp Pi and 
Arduino therefore complement each other 
well, and sometimes it makes sense to put 
them both to work on the same project. The 
glue that can help join the Arduino to the 
Raspberry Pi is the SIMPL toolkit.

We will show a simple example showing 
how to use the SIMPL toolkit with Raspberry 

In a previous article [1], we introduced 
the SIMPL toolkit – a messaging toolkit 
developers can use to facilitate commu-
nication between programs or software 

modules. The economy and simplicity of the 
network-transparent SIMPL toolkit makes it 
an ideal choice for the Raspberry Pi. In this 
article, we describe how to use the SIMPL 
toolkit to communicate between a Rasp Pi 
and an Arduino board.

The Arduino is a very capable and inex-
pensive single-board microcontroller. Ardu-
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Pi and Arduino to illumi-
nate eight LEDs. Once you 
get to know the SIMPL 
toolkit, you can easily 
adapt these techniques to 
address other challenges in 
your own Raspberry Pi en-
vironment.

Eight LED 
ExampLE
The simplest configuration 
for a SIMPL application 
hosted by a Rasp Pi and 
Arduino is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1.

This communication will instruct the Ar-
duino to illuminate any combination of eight 
LEDs, as shown in Figure 2.

This example illustrates three elements of 
the SIMPL toolkit:
•	 tclSurrogate	[2]	and	accompanying	protocol
•	 Arduino	receiver	sketch	connecting	via	the	

tclSurrogate protocol
•	 Python-SIMPL	module	connection	using	

the normal channel
We will discuss each of these in turn, but be-
fore we do, some code needs to be installed 
on the Rasp Pi and the Arduino development 
host.

CoDE instaLLation
Installation of the SIMPL toolkit with the Py-
thon extensions was covered in the previous 
article [1]. You will find a self-installing ar-
chive for the Raspberry Pi at the project on-
line [3]. Some updates have occurred in the 
SIMPL-Python libraries since the previous ar-
ticle was written, so if you installed the 
SIMPL toolkit back then, we recommend up-
grading to the latest version.

The SIMPL website also contains a link to 
the SIMPL-Arduino self-installing archive [4]. 
This archive contains two components. The 
first component is the implementation of the 
tclSurrogate protocol in the form of an Ardu-
ino library. You need to install this compo-
nent on the Arduino development host to 
support SIMPL communication over TCP/ IP.

The second component in the archive is a 
couple of examples. One of these examples is 
the eight-LED project described in this article.

tCLsurrogatE protoCoL
The previous article introduced the SIMPL 
concept of surrogates. Surrogates are generic 
daemon processes that enable SIMPL mes-
sages to operate on TCP/ IP networks trans-
parently. We saw that through the use of sur-

rogates, the SIMPL application developer 
need not be concerned with any networking 
details. In many cases, the code is com-
pletely identical for local messaging and 
wide-area messaging.

The SIMPL toolkit sports several flavors of 
surrogates. The one we are concerned with 
in this article goes by the name tclSurrogate 
[2]. This surrogate was originally developed 
to allow Tcl/ Tk applets to participate in a 
SIMPL application, hence the name. How-
ever, the underlying TCP/ IP protocol has 
much more general applicability than the ap-
plet case. Today, the tclSurrogate SIMPL sur-
rogate is most often deployed in conjunction 
with deeply embedded devices such as the 
Arduino.

Some background discussion is in order. 
The general-purpose SIMPL surrogate dis-
cussed and demonstrated in the previous ar-
ticle is a full SIMPL module in its own right. 
When used, it connects to other full SIMPL 
modules in the normal fashion. The tclSurro-
gate, on the other hand, envisions the SIMPL 
module as being composed of two parts: the 
generic network part and the business logic 
part.

Together, these two parts present them-
selves to the rest of the SIMPL application 

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi and Arduino connectivity.

Figure 2: Arduino Uno with Ethernet shield and an 

eight-LED PCB.
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open and available, then the Arduino sketch 
can connect via a tclSurrogate child process. 
If a different port is desired than the default 
8000, you can just run tclSurrogate with an 
additional command-line argument to spec-
ify the port:

tclSurrogate ‑n TCLSUR ‑p <myPort#> &

You can check that this tclSurrogate process 
is running by typing

fcshow

A module called TCLSUR should be running.
The next element of this little demo appli-

cation is the Arduino sketch itself.

arDuino anD simpL
The tclSurrogate protocol has been realized 
for the Arduino via a library called (you 
guessed it) Simpl. It should have been down-
loaded to the Rasp Pi using the self-installing 
archive [4] and then moved to the Arduino 

as a single SIMPL module. The two halves 
communicate with each other via a TCP/ IP 
socket, which connects by default at port 
8000. This means that the halves of this 
SIMPL module need not run on the same 
network node. The SIMPL module repre-
sented by this pair will appear to reside on 
the node where the generic network part is 
running. More importantly, the business 
logic half need not even run on a Linux 
node. In our case, the business logic half 
will run as an Arduino sketch. The generic 
half will run on a Linux node, for example, 
the Rasp Pi.

The tclSurrogate daemon parent process is 
run as a background process on the Rasp Pi. 
If the SIMPL toolkit path is configured ac-
cording to the first article, it should be sim-
ply a matter of typing:

tclSurrogate ‑n TCLSUR &

In this mode, the default port 8000 is made 
available for connections. If port 8000 is 

Lines 1 and 2 are required headers.

Line 3 is the required header for the SIMPL li-
brary.

Lines 6-13 define the structure of the message 
to be received by the SIMPL receiver process 
running on the Arduino. This is a simple exam-
ple of tokenized messaging, where the leading 
data item is some well-defined parameter that 
defines the action to be taken by the receiver. In 
this case, it is called BRINKY_RITE.

Line 17 is the start of the setup() function, which 
is generic to Arduino programs. 

Line 19 is the port number that the tclSurrogate 
is waiting on. The default number for the tclSur-
rogate daemon is 8000. If that port number is un-
available, a new port number must be assigned 
on the command line of the tclSurrogate and 
changed in this Arduino code.

Line 20 is the IP address of the Rasp Pi where the 
tclSurrogate is running, and line 21 is the IP ad-
dress of the cloud host that is running tclSurro-
gate. (More on this later.)

Line 22 is the MAC address given on the Ether-
net shield attached to the Arduino. This is 
unique (at least in theory) and will have to be 
changed to reflect the specific Ethernet shield 
used.

Lines 25-27 start the serial monitor that is avail-
able with the Arduino IDE. It is very useful for 
getting feedback from the receiver process.

Lines 30-36 initialize the Ethernet shield.

Lines 39-44 deal with the SIMPL name attach. 
This must precede any form of SIMPL commu-
nications. Note that the fourth argument 
passed to the function is “ARDUINO.” This will 
be the Arduino’s unique SIMPL name required 
in all forms of SIMPL communications.

Lines 47-57 deal with initializing the I/ O used for 
turning the LEDs on and off.

Line 60 is the start of the loop() function that is 
also generic to Arduino sketches. This function 
will be contained within an infinite loop, hence 
the name.

Lines 62-65 declare needed variables. Note that 
on line 64, we use a single-character byte for 
setting the state of the bank of LEDs. Each bit 
will correspond to On or Off for each LED.

Line 68 is the SIMPL Receive() function. This 
function waits until a message arrives.

Lines 69-98 deal with the arrival of a message; 
lines 69-74 deal with an error situation (note the 
SIMPL name_detach() call, which essentially 
tells the tclSurrogate child process on the Rasp 
Pi that it is no longer required), and lines 75-98 
deal with the case of a normal message com-
munication.

In lines 78-83, SIMPL replies with a null mes-
sage to the sending process, thus releasing it 
to carry on with its business. Recall that the S 
in SIMPL stands for synchronized message 
passing.

Lines 86-91 check the value of the incoming 
message token and takes action on an un-
known value. Note that this rather simple ex-
ample has only one type of message token and 
one set of corresponding actions.

Lines 94-97 set the LEDs to the On/ Off states re-
quested by the eightLeds.py sender program 
running on the Rasp Pi.

Line 99 is the end of the loop, and we start 
again back at the top of the loop where Re‑
ceive() blocks and awaits another incoming 
message.

eighTLeds.ino AnnoTATion
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01  #include <SPI.h>

02  #include <Ethernet.h>

03  #include <Simpl.h>

04  

05   // message token definition

06  #define BRINKY_RITE  0

07  

08  // structure definition of the received/replied message

09  typedef struct

10      {

11      unsigned short token; //  message token indicating what 
to do

12      unsigned char state; //  state of the LEDs; on/off; 
eight bits‑eight LEDs

13      } MSG;

14  .

15   EthernetClient client;

16  

17  void setup()

18  {

19 co nst unsigned port = 8000; 
// port that the tclSurrogate is waiting on

20 ch ar *serverName = "10.0.1.32";  
// Rasp Pi host where tclSurrogate lives

21  // char *serverName = "www.icanprogram.ca";

22 by te mac[] = {0x90, 0xA2, 0xDA, 0x0D, 0x0D, 0x77};  
// ethernet shield MAC address

23  

24   // start serial messaging

25  Serial.begin(9600);

26  Serial.println();

27  Serial.println("starting up");

28  

29  // start ethernet

30  if (!Ethernet.begin(mac))

31      {

32      Serial.println("error on ethernet");

33      while(1);

34      }

35  // give the ethernet shield a chance to initialize

36  delay(1000);

37  

38  // remotely SIMPL name attach the name "ARDUINO" on RasPi

39  if (nameAttach(serverName, port, &client, "ARDUINO") == ‑1)

40      {

41      Serial.println(whatsMyError());

42      client.stop();

43      while(1);

44      }

45  

46  // initialize the digital pins as an output and test LEDs

47  for (int ledPin = 2; ledPin <= 9; ledPin++)

48      {

49      pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);

50      digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);

51      }

52  delay(3000);

53  for (int ledPin = 2; ledPin <= 9; ledPin++)

54      {

55      digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);

56      }

57  Serial.println("initialization complete");

58  }

59  

60  void loop()

61  {

62  long senderId;     // the unique id of the sending program

63  MSG msg;           // incoming/outgoing message variable

64  int ret;                // function return value

65  unsigned char state;    // 8 led state masking variable

66  

67  // check for an incoming message

68  ret = Receive(&client, &senderId, &msg, sizeof(MSG));

69  if (ret == ‑1) // problem

70     {

71     Serial.println(whatsMyError());

72     nameDetach(&client);

73     while(1);

74     }

75  else if (ret > 0) // incoming message

76     {

77     // reply instantly to the remote sender

78     if (Reply(&client, &senderId, NULL, 0) == ‑1)

79         {

80         Serial.println(whatsMyError());

81         nameDetach(&client);

82         while(1);

83         }

84  

85      // check the message token for veracity

86      if (msg.token != BRINKY_RITE)

87         {

88         Serial.println("Incorrect msg token");

89         nameDetach(&client);

90         while(1);

91         }

92  

93      // se t the blinky lights according to the message 
state variable

94      for ( int ledPin = 2, state = 1; ledPin <= 9; ledPin++, 
state <<= 1)

95         {

96         digitalWrite(ledPin, msg.state & state);

97         }

98     }

99  }

LisTing 1: Arduino Sketch Description – eightLeds.ino
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messages are acknowledged to release the 
sender to carry on with other business. A 
null response is a valid SIMPL acknowl-
edgement.

In our demo design, the Arduino is not re-
turning any information to the sender. This 
could be otherwise depending on the appli-
cation. For example, the Arduino could be 
asked for sensory data of some sort and 
would reply with that information.

arDuino ChECkList
1. The port number on the Rasp Pi that the 

tclSurrogate daemon is babysitting is set 
correctly. Default = 8000. Line 19 in 
eight Leds.ino.

2. The IP address assigned to the Rasp Pi is 
set correctly. Line 20 in eightLeds.ino. 
Note the URL in line 21; we can use this in-
stead if the tclSurrogate daemon is living 
somewhere in the cloud.

3. The MAC address of the Ethernet chip is 
the one found on the shield. Line 22 in 
eightLeds.ino.

We assume that the reader is familiar with 
the Arduino IDE and has it available on a de-
velopment host. This will be necessary to 
compile the eightLeds.ino code and upload 
the binary image to the Arduino.

When the SIMPL archive [4] is installed 
on your development host, look at the sub-
directory simpl/docs. There you will find 
read me.ar du ino, which will explain a few 
simple steps to import the Arduino Simpl li-
brary into the Arduino IDE.

When running eightLeds.ino, it’s highly 
recommended that the Arduino IDE’s serial 
monitor be open for business. The sketch 
writes messages back via the serial monitor, 
which are very helpful in narrowing down 
problems.

In our configuration, both the Rasp Pi and 
the Arduino are connected to the same net-
work router. However, the SIMPL toolkit only 
requires a TCP/ IP route between the Rasp Pi 
and the Arduino. If the Rasp Pi is configured 
to have a static IP address (and/ or host-
name), then the physical connection could 
be directly via an Ethernet cable.

When an Arduino TCP/ IP connect request 
is received by the tclSurrogate daemon at 
port 8000 on the Rasp Pi, a child process is 
spawned to handle the resulting TCP/ IP 
socket communications. As such, the Ardu-
ino business logic and the child process illus-
trated in Figure 2 together will present them-
selves to other SIMPL applications as a 
SIMPL receiver module. When the Arduino is 
started, the sketch will run.

development host. The Simpl library uses the 
Ethernet library, which in turn uses the SPI 
library. Accordingly, all of these libraries are 
included in any Arduino sketch that uses 
SIMPL tclSurrogate protocols.

To enable the SIMPL toolkit connectivity, 
the Arduino needs to be equipped with an 
Ethernet shield. You’ll need to locate and re-
cord the MAC address on a label that is usu-
ally found on the underside of the shield 
PCB. This MAC address is needed by the 
sketch (Ethernet library) that we will be run-
ning on the Arduino.

Our demonstration hardware (middle box 
in Figure 2) consists of an Arduino Uno with 
an Ethernet shield and a PCB breakout with 
eight LEDs. The eight LEDs are connected to 
Arduino Uno I/ O ports 2-9 via current-limit-
ing 330-ohm (Ω) resistors and transistors in a 
switch configuration. The I/ O ports are con-
figured for output in the sketch. Eight LEDs 
connected to the I/ O ports through resistors 
valued from 100Ω to 1kΩ on the anode and 
ground on the cathode will do just as well.

On the networking side, the Arduino is 
connected to an Ethernet hub. The Rasp Pi is 
also connected to this hub. A router is con-
nected to this hub and acts a DHCP server. In 
this little network, the Rasp Pi receives an IP 
address via DHCP. It will also be necessary to 
record the value of the IP address given to 
the Rasp Pi. In our case, it is 10.0.1.32. You 
can get the IP address by issuing the ifcon‑
fig command on a terminal/ console com-
mand line.

The code in Listing 1 is a SIMPL receiver 
running on the Arduino Uno. It is called 
eightLeds.ino. The line numbers have been 
added to help with the description in the 
“Listing 1 Annotation” box.

arDuino skEtCh in BriEf
The first thing the Arduino sketch does is as-
sign the SIMPL name ARDUINO to the tclSur-
rogate child process running on the Rasp Pi. 
Any SIMPL sender now sees a local SIMPL re-
ceiver process called ARDUINO on the Rasp 
Pi. Recall from the tclSurrogate protocol dis-
cussion above that the generic tclSurrogate 
child process assumes this SIMPL name, AR-
DUINO. SIMPL messages arriving at this child 
process are then routed to the Arduino via the 
tclSurrogate socket. Being a receiver, the 
sketch waits to receive a message.

This message contains a single byte repre-
senting the states of the eight LEDs, each as 
a bit (0=Off; 1=On). The Arduino simply 
replies with a null response and illuminates 
the LEDs accordingly. Recall that all SIMPL 
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To check that the Arduino sketch is run-
ning correctly, you can look for the ARDU-
INO SIMPL name in the namespace sandbox 
by typing:

fcshow

The SIMPL process named ARDUINO should 
be there.

EightLEDs.py sEnDEr
The other half of this sample application is a 
SIMPL sender written in Python called 
eight Leds.py (Listing 2).

EightLEDs.py in BriEf
The first thing eightLeds.py does is create an 
instance of SIMPL. As with many objects in 
Python, you can create an instance of a 
csimpl object, or you can program it proce-
durally. Using an object is convenient in this 
case, because all things SIMPL will hinge off 
of it. Creating an instance effectively sets up 
the script for SIMPL messaging while some 
ugly details are looked after under the hood.

Because this script is a SIMPL sender, it 
needs to find the SIMPL receiver (ARDUINO) 
to which it intends to send a message. This is 
accomplished with the nameLocate() 
method. If nameLocate() fails, then the pro-
spective receiver cannot be found. Of course, 
the receiver must be up and running if the 
sender has any hope of finding it.

Running the script without a command-
line parameter sets the name locate to look 
on the local host. By using an optional com-
mand-line parameter, you can set the name 
locate to look just about anywhere. In fact, it 
may correspond to line 21 in the Arduino 
sketch eightLeds.ino.

Next, a simple little GUI is presented for 
the user to select which LEDs are to be ei-
ther On or Off. After the selections have 
been made, the message is sent to the Ardu-
ino, and the eight LEDs are set to their re-
spective states.

EightLEDs.py ChECkList
1. The tclSurrogate daemon must be up and 

running in the background on a known 
port number. The default port number= 
8000.

2. The environment variable PYTHONPATH 
must be set to the directory that contains 
the SIMPL python modules, such as 
csimpl.py.

To run this script on the Rasp Pi remotely 
from your other Linux box, you may use 
SSH; for example (note the uppercase X),

ssh ‑X pi@10.0.1.32

where (in this case) pi is the user and 
10.0.1.32 is the local IP address of the 
Rasp Pi.

This Python SIMPL sender script may be 
run from the command line on the SSH con-
sole terminal as:

python eightLeds.py

Note that eightLeds.py is compatible with 
Python versions 2 and 3.

If you are successful, you should see some-
thing like the picture in Figure 3.

When buttons are pushed on the GUI 
along with Send, the corresponding LEDs on 
the Arduino should illuminate.

tEsting using  
arDuinosim.py
Next, we’ll discuss an important feature of a 
modular SIMPL application. Because each 
SIMPL module communicates via a well-de-
fined messaging protocol, it is very easy to 
swap out modules for test stubs during the 
testing stage. We’ll look at how this might 
work for testing our eightLeds.py module 
without actually connecting an Arduino to 
the Rasp Pi.

This approach is also useful if you don’t 
have an Arduino handy, but you still want to 
try out the demo.

In the test configuration, the Arduino 
sketch has been replaced by a Python appli-
cation running on the Rasp Pi (Figure 4). 
This Python application uses the Python-
SIMPL library tclSimpl.py to connect into 
the SIMPL application via the tclSurrogate 
protocol in exactly the same way that the real 
Arduino sketch does.

The full listing of arduinoSim.py is shown 
in Listing 3.

The first thing you might notice is the simi-
larity to the eightLeds.py code itself. Why 
reinvent the wheel? The key line in this test 
stub is line 56. Here we are telling the ardu-
inoSim code to connect to the tclSurrogate 
port via the TCP/ IP local host loopback 
socket. This allows arduinoSim.py to run on 
the same node (Rasp Pi) as the eightLeds.py 
code but still connect via the tclSurrogate 
daemon.

Figure 3: Python sender.
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01  # import necessary modules

02  import sys

03  import csimpl

04  if sys.version < '3':

05     from Tkinter import *

06     iimport tkMessageBox

07  else:

08     from tkinter import *

09     from tkinter import messagebox

10  

11  BRINKY_RITE = 0

12  global leds            # a series of eight button widgets

13  global numLeds

14  

15  # a callback for changing the text value of a led button

16  def hndlChange(event):

17     # make certain that entered text is black

18     event.widget["foreground"] = "black"

19     # de cide on the next character after a left button 
mouse click

20     if event.widget["text"] == "OFF":

21         event.widget["text"] = "ON"

22     else:

23         event.widget["text"] = "OFF"

24  

25  # a callback for the send button

26  def hndlSubmit(nee, receiverId):

27     # assemble the message

28     outToken = BRINKY_RITE

29     outValues = 0

30     for num in range(numLeds):

31         if leds[num]["text"] == "ON":

32             outValues |= (1 << num)

33  

34     # load the message to be sent to the Arduino sketch

35     nee.packMsg(nee.BIN, "hb", outToken, outValues)

36  

37     # send the message

38     retVal = nee.send(receiverId)

39     if retVal == ‑1:

40         if sys.version < '3':

41            tkMess ageBox.showerror("Error",  
nee.whatsMyError())

42         else:

43             mes sagebox.showerror("Error",  
nee.whatsMyError())

44         sys.exit(‑1)

45  

46  # operational start of the program

47  # check command line

48  if len(sys.argv) == 1:

49     rName = "ARDUINO"

50  elif len(sys.argv) == 2:

51     rName = sys.argv[1] + ":" + "ARDUINO"

52  else:

53     print("Incorrect command line")

54     sys.exit(‑1)

55  

56  # initialize some variables

57  numLeds = 8

58  leds = [None] * numLeds

59  

60  # make an instance of Simpl

61  nee = csimpl.Simpl( "EIGHT_LEDS", 1024)

62  

63  # name locate the C program SIMPL receiver

64  receiverId = nee.nameLocate("sys.argv[1]:ARDUINO")

65  if receiverId == ‑1:

66      err = ne e.whatsMyError() +  
": is the receiver program running?"

67     if sys.version < '3':

68        tkMessageBox.showerror("Error", err)

69     else:

70        messagebox.showerror("Error", err)

71     sys.exit(‑1)

72  

73  # initialize Tk for graphics

74  root = Tk()

75  rowframe = Frame(root)

76  rowframe.pack(fill=BOTH)

77  for num in range(numLeds):

LisTing 2: eightLeds.py

Lines 2-9 import the necessary modules.

Line 3 imports the SIMPL module, which is necessary to send mes-
sages to the Arduino.

Line 11 defines a variable called BRINKY_RITE, which will be used as 
the message token.

Lines 16-23 define a callback function that handles the button icons 
and states.

Lines 26-44 define another callback invoked when the submit button 
is pressed.

Lines 28-32 organize message variables according to the message 
structure definition at the top of the Arduino sketch eightLeds.ino.

Line 35 loads the message into the internal outgoing message buf-
fer.

Line 38 sends the message to the Arduino receiving program 
eight Leds.ino. The send() takes an argument returned by an ear-
lier nameLocate() call on the ARDUINO program.

Lines 48-54 deal with a command-line argument, if present.

Line 61 creates an instance of SIMPL, on which we will hinge all as-
pects of SIMPL messaging within the script.

Line 64 locates the SIMPL name ARDUINO attached to the sketch 
eightLeds.ino via tclSurrogate.

Lines 74-88 develop the Tk() GUI for user input.

eighTLeds.Py AnnoTATion
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01  #import required modules

02  import tclsimpl

03  import sys

04  if sys.version < '3':

05        from Tkinter import *

06        import tkMessageBox

07  else:

08        from tkinter import *

09        from tkinter import messagebox

10  

11  # defines

12  BRINKY_RITE = 0

13  

14  global leds

15  

16  def deconstructMsg(nee):

17          # extract the incoming message

18          intoken,status = nee.unpackMsg(nee.BIN, "hb")

19  

20          if intoken == BRINKY_RITE:

21                 for num in range(8):

22                         bit = 1 << num

23                         if status & bit:

24                                 leds[num]["text"] = "ON"

25                         else:

26                                 leds[num]["text"] = "OFF"

27  

28  

29  # de fine functionality to be performed whan a message is 
received

30  def hndlMessage(a, b):

31         # receive a message

32         messageSize, senderId = nee.receive()

33  

34         if messageSize == ‑1:

35                 # error

36                 print("receive error")

37                 sys.exit(‑1)

38  

39        # examine the message

40        deconstructMsg(nee)

41  

42        # reply to sending program

43        retVal = nee.reply(senderId)

44        if retVal == ‑1:

45                 print("reply error")

46                 sys.exit(‑1)

47  

48  # define callback function when exit button is selected

49  def finish(event):

50        sys.exit(0)

51  

52  

53  #***** main part of program ******************************

54  

55  # constructor for simpl class object

56  nee = tclsimpl.Simpl("8000:localhost:ARDUINO")

57  

58  # initialize Tk for graphics

59  root = Tk()

60  

61  # get the receive fifo file descriptor

62  fd = nee.whatsMyFd()

63  

64  # attach a callback for incoming simpl messages

65  root.tk.createfilehandler(fd, READABLE, hndlMessage)

66  

67  rowframe = Frame(root)

68  rowframe.pack(fill=BOTH)

69  

70  leds = [None] * 8

71  for num in range(8):

72  

73       leds[num] = Bu tton(rowframe,  borderwidth=2, 
relief=SOLID, justify=CENTER, 
bg="Yellow", fg="Black", text="OFF", 
font=("Times", 12, "bold"), width=3)

74       leds[num].pack(side=LEFT)

75  

76  # the bottom frame of buttons

77  rowframe = Frame(root)

78  rowframe.pack(fill=BOTH)

79  

80  # build an exit button widget

81  button = Button(root)

82  button["text"] = "Exit"

83  button.bind("<Button>", finish)

84  button.pack()

85  

86  # handle user input and simpl messaging

87  root.mainloop()

LisTing 3: arduinoSim.py

78     le ds[ num] = Button(rowframe,  borderwidth=2, 
relief=SOLID, justify=CENTER, bg="Yellow", 
fg="Black", text="OFF", font=("Times", 12, "bold"),    
width=3)

79     leds[num].bind("<Button‑1>", hndlChange)

80     leds[num].pack(side=LEFT)

81  

82  # the bottom frame of buttons

83  rowframe = Frame(root)

84  rowframe.pack(fill=BOTH)

85 Button (rowframe, justify=CENTER, text="Send", 
font=('Times', 12, 'bold'),  
command=(lambda: hndlSubmit(nee, receiverId))).pack()

86  

87  # handle user input

88  root.mainloop()

LisTing 2: eightLeds.py (Cont'd)
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Arduino sketch is already running on a sepa-
rate node.

Figure 5 shows what it might look like if 
the tclSurrogate daemon on the Linode were 
used to connect a Rasp Pi application (eight‑
Leds.py) to an Arduino sketch.

Because the Arduino sketch is inherently 
an embedded application, it would have to 
be reconfigured to tell it to connect to the 
Linode at icanprogram.ca by commenting 
out line 20 in Listing 1 and commenting line 
21, as in:

// char *serverName = "10.0.1.32";
// Rasp Pi host where tclSurrogate lives
char *serverName = 'www.icanprogram.ca";

Because the eightLeds.py module accepts a 
command-line parameter, it is simply a mat-
ter of rerunning it as:

python eightLeds.py icanprogram.ca

We cannot overemphasize how powerful this 
ability is. Neither the Arduino sketch nor the 
Python GUI code needed any substantial 
change to make this happen. Such is the 
power of the SIMPL toolkit.

ConCLusion
In this article, we showed how the SIMPL 
toolkit can be used to glue a Raspberry Pi to 
an Arduino and make it appear as a single 
SIMPL application. We discussed and illus-
trated another SIMPL surrogate: tclSurrogate. 
As with all SIMPL surrogates, the tclSurro-
gate fully encapsulates the networking and 
messaging details associated with connecting 
an Arduino to the Raspberry Pi. Once again, 
the SIMPL developer can focus energy on the 
business logic of the application at hand.

We also touched on a powerful feature of 
the modular SIMPL 
design: the ability 
to swap out mod-
ules for test stubs. 
This feature greatly 
enhances the abil-
ity to design, de-
velop, and debug a 
complex applica-
tion.

Finally we illus-
trated once again 
how easy it is to re-
configure SIMPL 
modules and 
spread them out 
into the cloud.  ● ● ●

To run this test, simply start the arduino-
Sim as

python arduinoSim.py

on a console terminal (or an ssh ‑X win-
dow). It is then simply a matter of running 
the eightLeds.py code exactly as before. 
This code has no way to “know” that a stub 
is running in place of the Arduino. All the 
messaging interactions are identical, so a 
thorough test can be performed without 
changing a single line of the eightLeds.py 
module.

intErnEt of things
We touched on another important feature of 
a SIMPL application in the first article in this 
series: the ability to move modules to differ-
ent network nodes, including the Linode 
cloud. This application provides another pos-
sible dimension of relocation, because the 
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http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek. 
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 com/  simpl/  tclSurrogate.  html

[3]  SIMPL-Python self-installing 
archive for Rasp Pi:  
http://  www.  icanprogram. 
 com/  simpl/  pythonraspibin. 
 self.  html

[4]  SIMPL-Arduino self-install-
ing archive:  
http://  www.  icanprogram. 
 com/  simpl/  arduino.  self.  html

info

Figure 5: Application running via the Linode cloud.

Figure 4: Test configuration with arduinoSim.py.
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